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ABSTRACT
PREr-EWNG PAGE BLANK NOT FILMED
The atmospheric effect on the upward radiance of sunlight
scattered from the earth-atmosphere system is strongly influenced by
the contrasts between fields arks their sizes. For a given atmospheric
turbidity, the atmospheric effect on classification of surface
features is much Stronger for nonuniform surfaces than for uniform
;urfaces. Therefore, the classification accuracy of agricultural
fields and urban areas is dependent not only on the optical
characteristics of the atmosphere, but also on the size of the surface
element, to be classified and their contrasts. Atmospheric
corrections that do not account for the nonuniformity of the surface
have only a slight effPc-,, on the classification accuracy, in many
cases, while in other cases the classification accuracy decreases. Ii
this paper, the radiances above finite fields are computed to simulab
radiances measured by a satellite. A simulation case including 11
agricultural fields and four natural fields (water, soil, savanah, an
forest) is used to test the effect of the size of the background
reflectance and the optical thickness of the atmosphere on the
classification accuracy. It is concluded that new atmospheric
correction methods, which take into account the finite size of the
fields, have to be developed in order to improve significantly the
.-P	 classification accuracy.
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•THE EFFECT OF FINITE FIELD SIZE ON
CLASSIFICATION AND ATMOSPHERIC CORRECTION
1. I MRODU(T I ON
Efforts have been increasing during the last decade towards
applying satellite images of the earth to classify and analyze surface
features. These programs have been successful enough to enccurage
development of improved satellite sensors such as the 'Thematic Mapper
and the Miltispectral Resource Sampler (Schnetzler and 'Thompson,
1980). The earths atmosphere has a significant bears.g on the
interpretation of the images. The initial studies of scattering and
absorption effects in cloudless atmospheres asstw)ed that the surface
was uniform (Herman and Browning, 1975; Otterman and Fraser, 1976;
Fraser et al., 1977; and Horvath et al., 1980). Attempts were made to
develop corrections, again assuming that the surface was uniform
(Turner, 1972; Fraser, 1974; Potter, 1976; Turner, 1978; and Slater,
1980). 'These methods depended on values of the aeroso) optical
thickness, which has been measured from satellites with success over
large bodies of water (Griggs, 1973, 1974, and 1979; Mekler et al.,
1977), surfaces with discontinuities in reflectance (Kaufman and
Joseph, 1981), but unsuccessfully over land. Pearce (1977) showed,
however, that nonuniform surface reflectance patterns outside of an
instantaneous- field-of-view (IFOV) modify the effect of the
atmosphere on the radiance, (see also Kawata et al., 1978; Haba et
al., 1979; Otterman and Fraser, 1979; Mekler and Kaufman, 1980; and
Dave, 1980). Schowengerdt and Slater (1979) recently concluded that
the influence of neighboring pixels causes only a secondary
I
atmospheric effect. In the works of Kawata et al. (1978), Nabs et Al.
(1979), and Kaufman and Joseph (1981), Atmospheric corrections were
applied, taking into account the finite size of the fields. From the
Monte Carlo calculations of Pearce (1977), or from the Approximate
calculations of Mekler ami Kaufman (1980), it is clear that the
atmospheric effect is much stronger in the case of finite fields, than
in the case of infinite fields (for the s•une atmospheric conditions)
and thus, it is definitely not a secondary effect but a prim.rry
effect, wt ►erever significant contrasts in surface reflectance exist.
'T'he purpose of the present work is to show that classification
errors are usually much bigger in regions consisting of finite fields
f dimensions  less than a few kilorx:ters comRired to errors where the
fields are larger. In order to make accurate classification, the
measured radiance should be corrected for the a: ,,-ospheric effect.
Atmospheric corrections that do not take into account the finite size
of the fields, reduce the radiance errors slightly in most of the
cases, in some of the cases the correction increases the error, and in
the remaining few cases, the correction is satisfactory.
Rhe radiances given here are comixited only for the nadir, for
nonabsorbing atmospheres, for the ,r isible `hrough near infrared
spectral band (400 nm < A < 1100 rim), and for a total normal optical
	 r
thickness of 1  < 1.0. Each portion of the earth's surface is assumed
to reflect light isotropica l-ly according to Iambert's law. The term
"field" here shall apply to either the test or the reference area,
which is of uniform reflectance (e.g. a corn field a lake or an urban
area) . The backgroumi is the region surro ►u ling the field.
2
The topics that follow are arranged such that the basic surface
reflectance characteristics of finite fields are reviewed in section
2. 'lien a discussion of the atmospheric effects associated with
finite fields follow-: in section 3. 'Reese effects cause errors in the
derived radiances and attempts to make corrections without accounting
for the surface nonxiiformity are discussed in section 4. Section 5
contains a stung of the classification errors in nonuniform regions.
11ie conclusions, airs given in section 6. Appendix 1 gives a list of
the notations. The equations used in these calculations are explainer',
in the other appendices.
2. SURFACE AND A7M06PHERIC CHARAC'CERISTICS
A. Surface reflectance
::tatistir:s of the size of agricultural fields and waiter bodies
were recently reported by Pitts and Badhwar (1980). I'hey showed that
the peak of the distribution of field size (including all crops)
o7curs for & size of 6 acres (corresponding to a square of edge lerq th
of 155 m), while 50 percent of the crop area is in fields smaller than
130 acres (corresponding to a square of edge length of 720 m).
'Rherefore, a representative field-edge-length is of the order of one
tenth to a few kilLvwters. For such surface cover, it is necessary to
use atm)spieric models which account for the finite size of the
underlying fields. Figure 1 shows an ex.imple of the variations in the
surface reflectance, taken by a Thematic Mapper simulator (Labovitz et
al., 1980), and kindly qiven to us by D. L. Toll. The image of Fig. 1
3
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was acquired on the plains at the eastern fringe of Denver, Colorado.
The flight took place on June 20, 1979, starting at 1:00 P.m. m17T
(1900 GKr). The image is taken in the 450-520 nm band. The
underlying surface is an urban and rural area. The image size is 4 x
8 km; the size of the fields range between a few tenths to a few
hundred metets.
Figure 2 shows the probability of reflectivity of the data given
in Fig. 1, in four bands (450-520 rim, 520-600 rm, 630-690 rm, and
760-900 irn). The range of the reflectance extends from 0.02 to 0.34.
The reflectance was calculated by using laboratory calibration of the
instrument (Richard, 1979 and 1981).
B. Atmor,pheric characteristics
The atmospheric optical characteristics depend strongly on the
aerosol optical thickness. Flowers et Al. (1%9) repurted the results
of a five year study of i nospheric optical thickness measureme,its in
the United States. 7bey found for a wavelength of 500 run that in most
of the cases the aerosol optical thickness for rural regions was in
the range 0.1 < T A < 0.2, for suburban regions in the range 0.1 < T A <
0.3, and for urban regions 0.4 < i A. A recent study (Pearson et al.,
1981) analyzed turbidity data for 6 years from a non-urban area in
North Carolina and showed an average optical thickness of TA = 0.3.
The summer average was about TA = 0.6. These results show the Wgh
turbidities in the eastern U.S.
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Figure ?. The probability of reflectivity of the data from the image on Figure 1 in foir bands.
NONUNIFORM SURFACE REFLECTANCE
Figure 3. Schematic diagram of the convibutions to the upward radiance.
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3. THE EFFECT Ot 141E FINITE SIZE
In order to discuss the effect of nonuni f—
 m surfaces on the
radiance measured at a satellite, it is convenient to rise a normalized
radiance (I), equivalent to the apparent reflectance, which is related
to ah!k)lute radiance (I*) by
T1I•/(110 0P ),
where P
o 
- cos 0o , 11n is the zenith angle of the stu); anti F O is the
solar s7ectral irraoiance above the atmosphere on a unit area
perpendicular to the beam. The radiance of light reflected from the
earth and its atmosphere is cwposed of three components (see Pig. 3):
10 + IS + I 	 (1)
where,
1  - radiance of light scattered frcxn the direct suti heam into
the detector's field-of-view w.thout being scattered by the
surface. This component is independent of surface
reflectance and causes a loss of contrast on the satellite
image.
I S - radiance of light reflected by the observed field and
directly transmitted through the atmosphere. This component
is the attenuated signal, the measurement of which gives
remote senning information &tout the surface.
I  - radiance of light reflected from the field and its
backgrotuA and then is scattered by the atmosphere to the
detector. Ibis component modifies the apparent spectral
signature of the observed field and reduces the contrast
between it and the adjacent region.
I'he difference between the atmospheric etfect for uniform and
nonuniform surface reflectance can be explained by means of these
three component!.. Since the term I 0 is independent of surface
reflectance, it is the same for the uniform and nonuniform surfaces.
The term I S ib dependent mainly on the reflectivity of the observed
field arxi therefore is almost tha same for uniform and nonuniform
surfaces. The expression for I S can be deduced from Chandrasekhar
(1960, Eq. 201), where the explicit dependence of the upward radiance
on the surface reflectance is given. 'fie resultant expression is:
_ o e o
I S	 1 - DA	 nS	 (2)
a
where 1 0 is the total (diffuse and direct) transmission of the
;unlight to the surface, TO is the total atmospheric optical thickness
(aerosols and molecules) AS is the reflectivity of the field, and
(1 - ^Aa ) accounts for the contribution of multiple scattering of
light between the surface and the atmosphere. The reflectance A  is
an average of the reflectance of the field and the reflectance of its
8
Rbackground. Since the term (FA a ) is uwma,ly swell, tAa << 1 (for to
x .35, A - 550 nn, and A  n 0.2; 1A  - 0.025). I S depends mainly on
AS
 rather than -)n the size of the field and the reflectance of its
background.
The difference between the atmospheric effect for uniform and
nonuniform surfaces is expressed by the diffuse radiance, which is
also deduced from Chandrasekhar (1%0):
Y 0 D
•u - 
1 - JA	 (3)
e
where D is the diffuse traii.9mission through the atmosphere, rather
than direct transmisRion from the surtcce to the detector; AD is a
weighted average (different from Aa ) of the surface reflectance of the
entire surface, including the ob%erved field and its surrounding. For
a uniform surface, both the field arki its background a;e assumed to
have the same reflectance, while ire the nonuniform case, they have a
different reflectance, resulting in different effects on the measured
radiances. the values of A  and AD can to principle be computed by
solving the equation of radiative transfer for the nonuniform surface.
In the present nark, the values are derived from Monte Carlo
comptitations.
The term adjacency effect specifies the influence of nonuniform
areas on the radiance and is defined by the difference between
radiances above uniform (I u) and nonuniform (I n ) surface:
9
{t
61  = In (Aft AB, T) - I  (A f , Af I T)	 (4)
Here, A  and % are the reflectances of the observed field and its
background, respectively. T is the atmospheric to*hidity. Hence, the
adjacency effect is zero for a uniform surface, negative for a darker
background, and postivie for a brighter background.
11he effect of a change in the atmospheric haziness on the
detected r&iiance for uniform an.^ nonuniform surfaces can he seen in
Fig. 4. This figure gives a schematic representation of the changes
in the three components of the radiance, for three different cases of
background reflectance relative to the field reflectance: ia)
background much brighter than the field, (b) uniform surface (same
brightness of the field and the background), and (c) darker
background. The effect of the atmosphere on two of the components, I0
and IS , is the same in all of the cases. 'fie diffuse radiance Ip
decreases as the background reflectance decreases. The bright
background in Fig. 4a causes a strong increase in the total radiance
(I) with the optical thickness. The increase is moderate in Fig. 4b,
and the dark background in Fig. 4c causes a decrease in the radiance
with the optical thickness. We conclude from this discussion that for
the sane atmosphere the radiance may increase or decrease, depending
on *.he relative brightness of the field and its background. this
phenomena can not be predicted by an atmospheric model that is based
on the assumption of uniform surface reflectance.
Figure 5 shows the results of Pearce's (1977) Monte Carlo
10
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Fivmv 4 tichomstic dooWsm of the atmosphaic ettect nn the
upward ralunce 8nth the iaellanco anti the optical thicAiiass
ate gwen in A'twtrary umtt 'a) the tun• Agrmond is much
brightei than the classified area. (b) umh ►nn su+lace (same
brightness). and jr) fli p
 hacAprcxrnd is mm-h deiAsr
computations of the nadir radiAnce Above the center of a square
sur roxrJod by a d i t terent hackq roa 7v1 ( t he I F1oV i n 30 m) . 'The
reflectance of the kitiAre is !^ - 0.4 for the	 ti ►N ► r three cutves,
while the hackgtotrkl is of reflectance 0. 2. 	 For the lower three
curves, the !s,ivare is of ref lectam-e 0.2, wt1 i 1 e the kmokgromd is of
taflectAnce 1,, - 0.4.
	 In this fi.lure, the tadimlce ire sttt)wtl ,u: .t
function of t he e►d. 10 lee qth of the stimire. 'lhe Atm.isi-tier a is
nonaboorbinq ami is mcxleled with three diffetont Aerosol optical
thicknesses (0.0, 0.213, And 0.630), correr:porkiino to turhidities (0,
N, and IN1, resix-otiv:• ly. '1110 Aerosol size distribution is given by
hmrce (1977) . '1110 index of ref lem ante► is m - 1.5 ♦ 0.01. '1111,
AS.'MiRotic val ► k':: of the radiAnces are given on the right side for
eAch case. It is seer, that A change in th0 Atmosi>fieric turbidity from
0 to IN causes an increase in the WiAnce by 4 t*Wrcent for an
infinite s.ivare (m iform surfAce), wtlile for a tinite square (of
reflectance A, - 0.4 on Wkgromd of ref ltvtance !^; ^ 0.2) of edt10
length of 0.3 km, the effect is to redtk -e the rAdiance 15 percent wtlen
the► aerosol optical thickness is incteaseti from (0.0) to (0.630).
111is comi"It iraln (1101asizc ►s that the Atmispheric effect is different
for finite fields than for infinity ► fields. Figttte 6 shows simil.tt
results for A squ.ete At-Ki twk.iround of reflectAnc3s 0.0 And 0.t.,
respectively. lliis figure Arai Fig. 5 Are used for the computations in
this pAper.
In order to inc:reAse our confidence in the results of Fiqs. 5 And
6, the result s
 of the Monte Carlo ccxniutations Are compared to exact
n1m ,rical results based on codes developed by DAve (1970) for a
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r
►niform surface. 'Me comFkirison was performed for the asymptotic
radiances and for an infinitesimal square on a large background. In
the later case, the results of Dt1ve were used w:th the aid of
equations given in Al>pendix 2. Mist of DAve's calculations agree with
the tA)nte Carlo results of 1k arce (1977) with a difference of less
than 2 percent. The Mc)nte Carlo result_; were also compared with an
,analyticalii-4)roximate solution by 1-tvkler ami Kautm.vn (1980),
resulting in similar good agreement. 1Tierefore, the results of Fiqs.
5 and 6, and similar data qiven by Pearce (1977) a r., -ised in the
followiml analyses with confidence in their A(-(-uracy. In order to ;use
these computational results for different values of surface
reflectance, the radiance transformations, explained in Appendix 1,
are applied.
4. THE CHANGE IN RADI ANCE
In this section we shall analyze the changes in the radiance used
for classification Niue to the atmospheric effect in the case of finite
fields. The classification is performed by comprrirxl the radiance of
the test area (I t ) with the radiance above the reference area (Ir).
Me shall use the following notation for the radiance Ii (Ai' ABi' Ti'
X i ), where i can be t or r; A i is the reflectivity of a square (the
reference or test srea), % i is the reflectivity of the backgrourxi, Ti
is the atmospheric turbidity, ami X i is the edge length of the area.
Thus, the radiance above the center of the reference area in Fig. 7,
for example, is I  (0.2, 0.1, 1, 0.29). The relative change in
radiance is calculated by:
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I	 (A , A	 , T , X )
	 -	 1	 (A , A	 , T , X )Al ^	 t	 t	 Bt'	 t	 t	 r	 r	 t+r	 r	 r	 ( 5)
I	 I	 (A )
•	 e	 t
4i+-re Ie (At ) is the radiance which would be measured above An Area of
reflectivity At , when no atmosphere is present. we shall Always use
the same reflectivity for the reference Area And for the test area
(A r . At ) in All following ex.imples; thus without an atmospheric
effect., we would expect Al - 0.
The effect of size and background reflectance on the error in
radiance is ex.imined in Fig. 7. The surface and Atmospheric
characteristics of the reference Area are the same in Figs. 7 And 8:
A  n 0.2, but its background reflectance ABr - 0.1 0, Xr - 0.29 km, and
Tr - 1. 'Me atmospheric turbidity is the same for the test area ami
the reference areas in Fig. 7. therefore, without an effect due to
the finite sizes of the fields, the difference in the radiance would
be zero. It is seen that for the same- background (% t - 0.1), the
difference in the radiance for a small test area (X t < 2 km), is small
(III I < 0.025) but reaches (ii - 0.075) for an infinite test Area.
e
For high reflectance of the background (% t = 0.4), the difference
reaches (0.25), while for a black background (A Bt = 0), the difference
reaches (-0.10). An atmospheric correction, which ignores the finite
::ize of the fields, even if taking into account exactly all
atmospheric optical characteristics, would not perform any correction
on the data of Fig. 7, since the atmospheric optical thickness is
same for the test Area And the reference Areas.
16
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Figure 7. The relative difference in radiances (solid lines) of the test and reference arras (i t - I,1/1.) as a
function of the length of the test square side (abscissa) and of the reflectance of the background (ABr)
surrounding the test square. The reference and test arra have the sane reflectance of A, ^ At 0.2, but the
reflectance of the backgrourxf to the reference area is A B , - 0 1 The reference area's edge length is
X - 0.29km. The atmospheric turbidity is the same for the reference and test areas ;T, - Tr - 1). The
dotted lines give the tolerances for the difference in radiance for classification purposes.
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TN*3 tolerance differences in radiances are introduced in Fig. 7,
as well as in all other figures giving results for the difference in
radiance. 'fiese two tolerances are representative for the maximum
difference in the radiance for which classification is still possible
(assuming there are no other sources of errors). In this case, the
two tolerance values of + 0.05 and + 0.10 are chosen as they
representative class separation in the classification examples given 	 •
in section 5 of this paper. With such tolerance limits, correct
classifications can be made when the backgroerA reflectance is 0.1 but
not for 0.4 (Fig. 7) .
'rhe relative ditference of radiances, when the reference and test-
fields are subject to different atmospheric turbidities is shown in
Fig. 8. 'fie turbidities for the test and reference areas are T t = 3
and Tr = 1. When the backgroLuxis to the test and reference areas have
the same reflectances (%t = ABr a 0.1), the relative difference in
radiances ranges between -0.01 to 0.06 for fields smaller than 2 km.
'fie magnitude of the radiance difference jtunps to the 0.3 to 0.6 range
for a large difference in the background reflectances (AB,. - 0.4).
The atmospheric corrections used in Fig. 8 for the uniform
surface were derived from Fig. 9. There the upward radiance at nadir
above a uniform surface of reflectance (A) was plotted for the three
atmospheric turbidities used in Figs. 5-8. The results shown on Fig.
9 were calculated by Dave's routine for the same atmospheric
characteristics that were used for the Monte Carlo computations. For
"measured" radiance and turbidities appearing in Fig. 8, the
18
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Figure 8. Same as in Figure 7, but for different atmospheric turbidity of the test and reference areas
T, - 1, T r . 3) The solid lines give the relative difference in radiance without any atmospheric correction,
and the dashed lines give the difference with atmospheric corrections that ignore the finite size of the
fields. The dotted lines are the same as in ' figure 7
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corresponding radiance for unit turbidity (T - 1) wnK found from the
curves in Fig. 9. lbe atmo:Wheric correction applied here (dashed
lines in Fig. 8), corrects slightly the radiance for Alit - 0.4, while
increasing the magnitude of the difference for % t n 0.0, and having A
mixed effect. for A t - 0.1.
The effect of the backgrokuxt reflectance on the change in the
radiance is shown in Fig. 10. It is seen that the relative difference
increases almost linearly as the background reflectance departs from
the value of At . 'This linearity can be demonstrated with the previous
equations by first substituting Eqs. (2) and (3) in (1) to find the
radiance above a nonuniform surface:
Yo	
-t
I	 IO + 1 - to	 (e o A i ♦ DADj ). 1	 t, r.	 (6)
at
The relative difference in the radiance above test and reference areas
is given by:
-t	
-t
AI	 Y o (e o At t DADt )	 y0 (e o At t DAbr )	 (7)
I e	 1 - Aat
	
1 -
 RA
ar
where the reflectances of the test and reference areas are the same
(At • Ar ), but their background reflectances differ. Since Q A. at << 1
and iAar
 << 1, the difference is close to:
Ai
Ie ti Y0D (ADt - ADr)
As a result of the average reflectances ADt (for the region of the
(8)
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Figure 10. The relative change in radiance as a function of background reflectance (A,d,
for the three atmospheric turbidities. A solid line gives results for no atmospheric
coe reckon, and a dashed line gives reu:lts with uniform atmospheric correction. Both
the test and reference areas are of edge length X r . Xr . 0.29 km, and A r . A, u 0.2.
The background reflectivity of the reference is As, - 0.1. The dotted lines give the
t5 and t10% tolerance values of the difterence in radiance. Note that for T - 1,
the dashed line matches the solid line.
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test square) and A ,e (for the reference square) being linearly
dependent cn their background reflectance, the linear dependence of
the difference between radiances (AI) follows:
AI
I ti Yo (A	
A
Ht	 Rr)
	 (9)
e
The atmospheric correction, based on a uniform surface, is shown by
the dashed lines in Fig. 10. 'rite atmospheric ccrrection, while having
no effect for T - 1, decreases the radiances for T - 0 and increases
them fo r T - 3.
When the turbidity - 3, the corrected intensities lie within the
± 5 percent tolerance limits only for 0.12 < %t < 0.18. The
difference between radiances for the test and refe-ence fields for
additional permutations of their parameters is plotted as a function
of the aerosol optical thickness in Fig. 11. 'Rte continuous lines
show the relative difference. 'Rte dashed lines result after the test
radiances are corrected for atmosperic effects that are teased on the
assumption that the surface reflectance is uniformly the s:vne as for
the test field. The ref lectar -s of the reference and test fields are
the same. The reference parameters are constant (A r w 0.2, ABr • 0.1
Xr - 0.29 km, and Tr a 1).
Only the background reflectance (% t ) decreases for each
succeeding row. O?Iv the target size increases from the first to the
second Column.
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Figure 11. The re l ative change in radiance as function of the aerosol optical thickness
without (solid line', and with uniform atmospheric correction (dashed line). Each row of
graphs is given for a different ratio of A B ,/A, which changes fo • the respective rows from
the bottom (0, 0.5, 1.0, 2.0). The left column is for A r
 = 0.2, A Br = 0.1, X r = 0.29 km,
T r
 = 1, A, = 0.2, X, = 0.29k	 The right column is the same but for X, = 1.98 km. The
dotted lines give the t5 and t 10% tolerance values of the difference in radiance.
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A 14-w ,tenet .il	 conclusions c.tn tw` mokle	 i - % ordi ►xl riti. ill
^. 'll ►e• rmumice tilt terem,tta are Hol.titiVe,	 wtivii the tiickytotuid
teflertnrlce is totnlly black (fit t. 01 Nit t . im row1.
b.	 'nit- t el t eot .inct` • : ,ire the a.uno (.fit - (1) , wt ►t`r t• the reference
ttxl test t ttel iomi ate the !t.vw in the t h i t ti row (A t 	At n 0.2 and Altt
Nr - (l. 1) . 'nit ,
 radianct• dit terenoo ielviuis al itllit ly on turhitlity
tit tilt- t hi t ti tow, where the ref et ence And teat f ields are the a.tmt-
cize (left coltum) . 'tilt` di t t orent •e i nt • t eal;e•s to N ivreent wllare the
field -itze.1 ate dit t elt`nt .
e.	 'Ilse . ► tnxi!tlifit`ric corrvk • t Ion for A Wittttttn !;tit t.it•e (.laaht.l
l tit s !;) ,idea not t • li.imio i tit` l itt i t • t enot , t ,vtvA-t`n r +t i i.vtcea tit t flt-
refei ash's` m o i e!:t .1t t ,1'., wfit ` ii t he turbidit y 'r - i J ti it t t1P di f t t`t imot`
i nct v.v;e!; t tit T . I mid Aecrem ;t la for T *% l . 'nit • cot t ect od .ttxl
tinoorrect tat ml i.ince tit t t t`t t`Ih'N!: show t he l:.Y11t` t viult`nt'y t O 1 it , titit' s itie
of the tolerance limits.	 ilieae 1 1mi t tai Bata it ►tiicat to th.1t tilt!:
.1tnk)npherie t •orrection delit`iklitxl on tutbitiity doer. not itoitk •e the
,lh!;o l ute d i t t erence t ►et m ,on the t .ai t.tm-os of the test anti reference
f ioltla, suf f iciently to imike at signi f icant imiit 0vtT1W11t 111 classi t icatian.
5. ams i ricATioN : mji-A'rIm
it, this section we sim il,,ite the Atm .stilieric e+t toCt on the
t,e,iianco tictected A1xive atlrirultural regions consistinq of the 15
t • l.iss"s givt-n tit 	 1. 'fie !:imulntOd data At t- classiIIOd, .slit tilt•
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error of classification is analyzed for its dolw-ndence on fields size,
backgnxumi reflect artce, arkl Orvioshtieric turbidity.
'Me surface reflectanot os used in the simulation .ere given in
'fable 1 for wavelm-Aiths corresporkiirxl to the LAndsat band y: !band 4:
S0o-boll rmj 5: 600 -100 rm; b: 700-800 rm; 7: 900-1100 rm) . 'RNA
t of lect .an •e:, are i nt erpolat eKi f rom data t iven in the cited refere m-tos.
'itie at nrtesphor is t-t tests are derived f rmi hearse's (1977) Monte Carlo
cal. •ulations of the radiance of finite fields, as they m)til,' be
ohserved from .i aatel l its. 'lliw;e ratflmioes are rescaled Weardinq to
the equations in Aypendix 4, to Accotuit for the refleictances given in
Table 1. ill 	 :simulations, the y reference field arki al:k) the field
to 1 ,^e classified ,er e • stImire anti surrotuiUM by a mi form hac kgrocuxi of
different reflectance.
An extrapolation of Pearce's W177) ratiiances for 550 run to o*_hei
w.eveler%lth:: is retprired, al:eo. Tht . w, ► veler>,tth delk w rriern •e is expresse41
by nx^.rn:. of the total, normal optical thickness of the atmosphere (t0
• r 14 + I A ). *Ibe optical thicknesses are calculated with respect to
then optical thit •knes::e4 of pnrticle~ (1 A) and mt)lecule •s (r R ) at 500 ivn
from the following relations:
r'^ (^) • r 11 (550) (A/550) -4.09
(10)
to
 ( k ) a I  (550) (A/550)_ v
where v is calculated from Rbarce's data (1977) as "a 0.97. The
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rescaling of the radiances to account for different optical
thicknesses is given in Appendix 4. The reference square fields are
taken here alw.iy-; with a size of 1.23 km, arks for average atmospheric
turbidity of 1. Table 2 gives the radiances for the different
reference fields with a background o. suii.
The .7lassif ication of an unknovi (test) field is performed by
associating it with the reference field givitxi a minimian radiance
difference defined by:
a
F k - `	 }:	 ( I ti- 
I ri)2	
k - 1, 2, . . ., 15	 (111
i-1
where I ti and Iri are the radiances above the canter cf the test anti
reference fields, respectively. The superscript k ranges through the
complete set of integers from 1 to 15, corresponding to the 15 classes
listed in Table 1. The turbidity is ,always one (T - 1) for the 15
reference fields at-rd their size :s always X r - 1.23 km.
Ilse classification results are given in Figs. 12a, b, and c. 'Rae
table at the top of each figure gives details about the fields and
their backgrounds used in the simulation. 'Rae atmospheric turbidity
is given in the colunui labeled T. Collmn C indicates by the word
'	 "yes" the data after an atmospheric correction is applied. The
correction is m hie_ for a surface of aniform reflectance. 711e fields
are designated by a letter: k for reference field, T for test field,
C for the test field after the atmospheric correction has been
Applied, and A, B for the one or two fields that have the closest
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The effect of turbidity alone
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Figure 12. Examples of atmospheric effect on classification: a -The effect of turbidity alone. b- The effect of
sue•
 alone, c - Combined effect, and d - Chnifrcatron of water. Each example gives the radiances of the fields
both in tatxrlar and graphical form. In addition, the reflectaiwe of each cover is given.
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..d..
Clenification of water
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spectral characteristics to fields T and C. The reflectances of the
fields at the surface are shown in t?,^ lower left figure. The
radiances above the atmosphere are taken from the table and reproduced
in the lower right figure.
Only the atmospheric turbidity changes between the reference (T
•	 1) and test (T - 3) fields in Fig. 12a. The edge length of all fields
in the simulation is X - 1.23 km. The reterence and test fields are
coniferous forests surrounded by a background of soil. Because the
radiances above the test field are higher than those of the reference
field, the forest is misclassified as wheat stubble (B). The
corrected data (C) is classified as bog (A). In actuality, the
atmospheric turbidity does not usually vary so strongly between
reference and test fields, but when it does, serious classification
errors arise.
'fie field size is the only parameter that changes between the
r
	
	 eference (Xt = 1.23 km) and the test (X r = 0.11 km) fields for Fig.
12b. The fields are alfalfa of density 2280 kg/ha with backgrounds of
coniferous forest. The test field is still classified as alfalfa, but
of lower density (1650 kg/ha). The size difference results in a
misclassification, even though the atmospheric characteristics and the
surface reflectances are the same for both the reference and test
req ions.
In Fig. 12c the combined effect of turbidity, background
reflectance, and size is examined. The test field is wheat stubble on
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a background of coniferous forest, for Xt a 0.111 km anti Tt W 3. A
comparison of the radiances of this test field with a reference field
of wheat stubble .shows that t'e atmospheric effect is weak in this
case due to the relatively dark backgrowxi. 'lbc;*fore ':he field is
classified correctly as wheat stubble. The atmospheric effect would
be much stronger for a uniform field of wheat stubble; thus, the
resultant uniform atmospheric correction to the radiances in (T)
results in a decrease of the radiances to the result shown in (C).
This decrease is caused by the uniform atmospheric correction, which
does not account for the adjacency effect. The res:ilt of this
correction is that the field is misclassified as bog (A). 'Ibis
example shows how uniform atmospheric correction can cause a
miQclassification of data that were classified correctly hafore.
An example of classification of water basins is shown Fig. 12d.
A square water pond of 0.111 km on a side with a background of
soybeans for T = 3 is misclassified as wheat stubble due to the large
increase of radiances from line R to line T. The uniform atmospheric
correction causes here only a slight correction, and the water pond is
still misclassified, this time as bog. 'ibis example shows that smell
reservoirs of water on bright backgrounds can be misclassified from
space, and a uniform atmospheric correction cannot provide an adequate
correction.
6. CONCLUSIONS
The simulation study presented in this paper shows that
34
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A
nonuniform reflectance of the earth's surface results in an important
modification of effect of the atmosphere on remote sensinq of the
surface Arid thus on classification of ,surface features. 'Rie adjacency
effect, which increases the radiance detected above dark fields
surrourxied by adjacent bright areas (anti vice versa) creates an
atmospheric effect, which cannot be corrected by methods utilizing a
uniform surface. 7berefore, future development of atmospheric
correction algorithms has to account for the nonuniform nature of the
earth's surface.
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APPOVIX 1
List of notations frequently used in the paper.
A. Surface reflectances
A 
	 - Average of reflectance of both a field and its
background for calculation of the multiple
scattering of light between the surface and the
atmosphere.
AB	- Background reflectance (reflectance of the area
surrounding a field).
ABt , ABr - Background reflectance for the test and
reference fields, respectively.
AD	- Weighted average of the surface reflectance of
the entire surface for calculation of the
diffuse transmission through the atmosphere.
A 
	 - Reflectance of a given field.
A	 - Reflectance of a reference field.
r
AS	- Reflectance of the surface within IFOV.
At	- Reflectance of a test field.
B.	 Radiances
I*	 -	 Absolute radiance.
I	 - Normalized radiance equivalent to the apparent
reflectance and given by I - nI*/(uo Fo).
I D
 - Radiance transferred diffusively through the
atmosphere from the surface to a detector.
I 
	
- The radiance which would be measured if no atmosphere
.
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were present.
I 0
 - Radiance of light scattered tram the dirrict solar
bens into the detector field of View vittiout being
scattered by the surface.
I 	 - Radiance of light reflected by the observed field and
directly transm i tted through the atmosphere.
I 	 - Radiance above wiiform surface.
In - Radiance above nonuniform surface.
C. Other notations
Tr
 - Atmospheric turbidity above the reference field.
T 
	 - Atmospheric turbidity above the test field.
X 
	 - Edge length of the reference field.
Xt
 - Edge length of the test field.
Yo - The total transmission of the sunlight to the
surface.
D - Diffuse transmission through the atmosphere.
T
0 - 
Total atmospheric optical thickness (I A + 1M).
- Aerosol optical thic ness.
TM - W,Iecular optical thickness.
1 9
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APPENDIX 2 - APPLICATION OF DAVE'S CODE
'rhe equations giving the radiance above the center of an
infinitesimally small square lying on a uniform background are
derived. Chandrasekhar (1960), gave an equation for the upward
radiance above an atmosphere on a uniform surface that reflects light
according to Lambert's law:
Y
Iu 
a 1  + 1 --UtA	 (EA	 DA) (2-1)
where E is the direct upward transmittance by the atmosphere. In the
case of a small object of reflectance, At
 laying on a background of
reflectance AB , the upward radiance is given by:
Y
I (A ` , AR , T, X -+ 0) = 
I O + 1 -A RAB
(EAt + DA
R )	 ( 2-2)
Equation (2-2) is obtained from Eq. (2-1) by substituting A t for the
teflectance in the term of direct transparency, and AB for terms of
diffuse transparency and reflection. 'M is can be done as long as the
object is not big enough to affect the diffuse component (edge length <<
300 m). Dave's results for an infinitesimal field and an infinitesimal
field of view of the detector are compared with the Monte Carlo
calculations for a finite field of view of footprint of 30 m and object
field of edge length of 40 m (Figs. 5 and 6). The differen-es shown in
Figs. 5 and 6 are partially due to the finite sizes of the footprint and
the object field and in .addition can be due to computational errors or
small differences between the atmospheric model used in the Monte Carlo
38
cAlculatsons And in the DAvo cslculAtions.
1111 . !;nl.,11 dif for encoa do not intrvKham aiynificnnt errors in the
.1diwency et tek-t s, because of the wide rAmle of latter (P%-kler Ark1
K.uwtnw, 1980). 'Rill:+, PeArce's dACA Are reliable for studies of the
.,Idiak -eflcy el fects.
0
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APPENDIX 3 - PROPORMONAL RADIANCE TRANSFORMATION
'Rie w1tvitions that are used to transform the radiances from the
valuers in F i.1:.. 5 And 6 for one set of surface reflectances to new
radiances for different sets of surface reflectance^s are derived in
this ajjx^rkiix. '11ie:;e equations are use to calculate the data on Figs.
7-8 and 10-11. 'llre Wianoe at the center of A squire of reflectance
At
 of any ed,le lemith (X) can be formally given by (sere Eat. 5) :
1
I ( A t, A l+ , '1', X)	 - I 0 +	 1 
-0 e
	 (FAt	 ♦ DA 1) )	 (3-1)
It
wlic-re to = (exp (- 1 0 )) , Aa 111xi AU are reflectnnces obtained .-:: wei,Iht et i
average of the reflectance of the ::quire and its background:
A 	 A	 1 ( 1 — aa) A^	 t	 11
	
A1) . aU A t	 a	 () - (Ia)	 A 11
(3-2)
wtlere as and a D depend on the atmo;
and 1YD can be expressed as complex
equation. A- shall riot find these
using the Monte Carlo data; Ami w
,pheric optical characteristics. Ira
solutions to the radiative transfer
solutions here hlrt express aD by
shall roughly estimate the value of
tl . !tough estimation of a s does not cause a signi t icant error in 1;4.
(3-1), since the term (AAA ) is relatively small. In the present work
t < 0.2, affecting the final radiance by 0-10 percent. 111US, .-in error
In (Ya of 10-20 percent causes(kin error in the r.xii•ince of 0-2 percent.
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'Ru g transformation from known valtte►s of I for A Set of
ref lectan.-es (At , At; ) to new values of I for another wt (At ', At,') is
Own by:
I (At , A it , r, x) - I t I ^A^ , A, r, x) - t 	 A)	 3-iL	 (	 )
1 - iA
IA R i ♦ 10
.^ e
'nit- data in F iys. 7-8 Arlo 10-11 me calculat ed for:
A t	 AN
N . -	
-	 (3-4
A	 A	 A
It
This ratio has oven used to obtain the simplified expression (3-3).
In this transformation, the linear delviulence of the radiance on
suttace reflectance is transfotmtd exactly, while on the y nonlinear
p,ett (1 - i'A.1 ) An approximate transformation mis applied using the
following expression for AA:
x2
()	 (x)2
A- A
	
1- v	 + A	
r- 
 
R
it
wtirre X is the edge lemIth. 111 0 value of R - 5 km is fotuid to give
•	 good results ami is used in the calculations. •niis ipproximite
expressions mititit introduce te rrors in AA of (AAa - + 0.1). Since they
value of a used in the present paper is C < 0.21, the resultant error
in radiance is less than 2 percent.
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APPEN3IX 4 - GENERAL RADIANCE TRANSFORMATION
In this appendix we shall explain the transformation applied to
the radiance I(At , AB , 1A , IM , X) above a square of reflectance A t and
edge length X lying on ,i background of reflectance A B
 and for optical
thicknesses T A and T M to obtain another radiance for A new set of
parameters A t *, AB*,.T A* and i M*, giving I(At*, 'B*, TA*, TM*, X).
The transformation is done in two steps. First, the transformation is
made with respect to surface reflectances and then transformation for
the optical thickness. The transformation for the surface
reflectances is done by Eqs. (3-1) and (3--2). Substi`_uting A D
 from
Eq. (3-2) into Eq. (3-1), we find that :
Y
I (A, AB , T A , T M , X) = I D + 1 
-OVA
	
At (E + DoiD ) +t
a	
(4-1)
A B D (1 -(tD)
For a uniform surface of reflectance A t , we can rewrite Eq. (2-1) in
the form:
Y
I  (A) = ID
	 1	 t+	 -0RA 	(EA	 + DAt	 t)t	 (4-2)
From Eqs. (4-1) and (4-2) we can write:
I (At , AB , T A , T M , X) = I  (At ) + Y 0 E At G1 + C 
( AB - C 2 At)
1 - ZAa
	(4-3)
where:	 C = 1 0D (1 - uD)
i
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f (Aa - At
 )
G I = (1 - tAa ) (1 - EA t)
G 2	
1+ a (n t - n,)
1 - tAt
•	 Expression (4-3) can be simplified by neglecting term •; of the order of
( MA). 'fiis approximatior was found to introdU a an error of 0-4
percent in the resultinc) radiances for the present calculations. 11he
resultant coefficients are G = 0 and G2 = 1. Ik-nce
A - A
T (A t , %I I , I M , X)	 Iu (At ) + C 1 k{ - VAS	 (4-4)
The transformed radiance:
A • - A •
t	 sI (A". A'. f A , t M , XI	
Iii (At ) + C 1H_ CA,t	 (4-5)
.1
is calculated by using C from Eq. (4-4) for the known valLk- of I(At,
ABf 
tAF 
IM i X), and using A  and Aa ' from Eq. (3-5). fie value of
IA * was calculated from I At , I 0 and know value of R by Eq. (4-2).
t
The transformation on the optical thickness is based on the
following Assumptions.
A. 'fie radiance is both linear on the aerosol and molecular
optical thickness.
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b. It is possible to separate the dependence of the radiance on
the aerosol optical thickness from its dependence on the molecular
optical thickness.
c. Mathematically, these assumptions allows us to express the
the radiance by:
I (TA , IM)
10 
+ iAtA + iM
	
M	 (4-6)
Table (4-1) shows t;.<,w ples of the radiances calculated by Eq. (4-6)
from radiances at other optical thicknesses, and c(xni)ared with
radiances obtained directly. The edge lenqth of the square (X) for
which the radiance is given is also tabulated, in addition to the
values of A t an %.
Equation (4-6) can he ,used to transform the radiance to new
values of optical thickness by:
I 0 
A *
,  TM• )	 I ( 0 1 T M )	 - At	 T M	 +	 (4-7)
M
1
i 0 A , ^ M )	 - I (0, TM)	 IM	 + At	 •
T
E
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Table 4-1s Comparison between radiances obtained by Fiqs. (4-6)
and radiances calculated directly.
RADIANCES USED IN FIGS.(4 -6)I
t	 , X (KM) Ac AK
1.23 0.4 0.2
0.179 0.6 0.0
0.47 0.2 0.4
0.758 0.0 0.6
w 0.0 -
00 0.2 -
M 0.4 -
O° 0.6 -
1 Ms 0
I A =0
M-0.1
IA=0
1M-0.10
IA,0.21
RESULTANT
RADIANCE
TM=0.1	 I A= 0.637
RADIANCES
OBTAINED
DIRECTLY
0.4
_
0.391 0.381 0.361 0.366
0.6 0.544 0.479 0.349 0.354
0.2 0.229 0.256 0.310 0.315
0.0 0.063 0.120 0.234 0.250
0.0 0.039 0.051 0.075 0.088
0.2 0.218 0.231 0.257 0.251
0.4 0.405 0.408 0.414 0.420
0.6 0.596 0.601 0.611 0.605
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